Facit TP1 is an ideal typewriter for the home and the small office. It is the world's only portable machine with double tabulating systems; one of these functions as a mechanical memory to give perfect layouts to letters and documents. Though equipped with the same keyboard and features as a standard-size model, Facit TP1 is as compact, handy and quiet-running as a portable can be. Its clean, straightforward design, highlighted by handsome Viking Grey, make Facit TP1 a "natural" in any interior decor, whether at home or in the office.
At home or in the office

A good handy typewriter should be a part of every home. It gives pleasure and profit to the whole family. The children can do their homework with it, Mother can type out her recipes, labels and correspondence. And why should Dad stay overtime at the office when he can do his work at home? Speaking of the office, it, too, can make good use of a "personal" typewriter: one that doesn't take much room, yet which has the qualities of a standard machine. Facit TP1 meets all these requirements. It is small, fast in action, and, above all, sturdy and durable.

Free typing course

The purchase of a Facit TP1 is accompanied by an instruction manual, a keyboard chart and a practice shield — all designed to help you learn the proper touch system of typing.

Tube and ball-bearing mounted carriage

Facit TP1 is the world's only portable typewriter with a light-metal carriage on tube and ball-bearing mounting — light in weight and smooth running. Carriage weight has been further reduced by the location of tab racks on the machine frame.

Mechanical memory

Facit TP1 has double tabulating systems; the one system serves as a mechanical memory which automatically engages a series of preset tab stops. The extra tabulating system may be used either in conjunction with or independently of the ordinary keyset tabulator. The Facit TP1 is also available without tabulator.

Travelling case

A handsome travelling case, sturdily-built and surfaced with hard-wearing nylon, may be had as an optional extra. The case has an extra compartment for accessories.

One-year guarantee
FACIT typewriter

price list

11" Carriage £69.10.0
13" " £72.0.0
15" " £73.10.0
19" " £78.0.0
25" " £90.10.0
13" Electric £147.10.0

Decimal and sterling tabulator £3.10.0 extra

FACIT Portable with case £31.10.0
With tabulator £35.14.0
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Elite 10

Give the Facit T1 a trial demonstration.
You will pass judgement in two words: "Perfect typewriter!"
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Elite 12

Give the Facit T1 a trial demonstration.
You will pass judgement in two words: "Perfect typewriter!"
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Elite Imperial

Give the Facit T1 a trial demonstration.
You will pass judgement in two words: "Perfect typewriter!"
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Pica 10

Give Facit T1 a trial demonstration.
You will pass judgement in two words: "Perfect typewriter!"
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Midget-Type (16-Pitch)

Give the Facit T1 a trial demonstration.
You will pass judgement in two words: "Perfect typewriter."
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Esquire 10

Give the Facit T1 a trial demonstration.
You will pass judgement in two words: "Perfect typewriter!"
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